Centro Cultural Chicano

DON MAYO
DON ROM CHUY IRENE GOMEZ
VARIAS FRASES
NEGRETE BETHE

INSTITUTO'S 82
HISP. HRT. W.K.
Irene Gómez
Bethke
Steve Belton
Troi Tran
Sandra Vargas
Dir MWBE

"Human Rights: What Next?"
Annual Meeting for Leaders of Human Rights Commissions

1982
Receiving Outstanding Volunteer Award from Mpls Aquat. Assoc.
AT Affirmative Action Of
City Hall  Irene Penny  Barry
'81  Gomer  Roberts  Blackwell
Bethke
Introducing
The Mexican Consul: Diana Muñoz

at Mayor's Office
Diana Next to Irene's PG-T
Reception for Miriam Colon - "House of Alba"

Phyliss Rose Miriam
Phyliss Friend
AT The Colón
Foot of P.R.
The Mountain Actress Exec. Dir., N.Y.C.
Rosario P.R. Actress Niy
Centro Cultural Chicano

Instituto de Arte y Cultura
Hispanic Heritage WK '82

Mayor Irene Gomez
Don Fraser
Chapeco Negrete
Vargas
National Migration Week
January 9, 1988
Blessed Joseph Hien Church, Mpls.
Senate confirmation hearings